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Workshop description:	


Has your school purchased new touch screen tablets, and 
you are not sure how to use it in the classroom? Or, are you 
overwhelmed by the number of apps available and do not 
know how to choose appropriate ones? This session is an 
introduction for Spanish teachers interested in using new 
technologies in the classroom. Following a brief introduction 
to orient teachers to key principles of selecting technologies 
to enhance language teaching and learning, this interactive 
session will present some "top" apps for Spanish classes and 
their appropriateness  for learning goals. Bring your Ipads or 
borrow one for the workshop.	




WHY APPS?	


•  Apps make the classroom "digital native" friendly.	


•  Apps help us create a learning zone, suitable for all learners.	


•  Apps help us create, organize, present, experiment, inform, and interact.	


•  Apps can help students with special needs.	


•  Apps can help you communicate more effectively  with parents.	


•  Apps help us embrace a student-centered classroom.	


•  Apps can save you money.	




APPS SUCH AS PROLOQUO 
AND TOPNOTES CAN…	


•  Help students with special needs! 	


•  Share notes students/students, students/instructor.	




SOOO MANY APPS!	

WHICH APPS?	


•  First, establish your objectives. What do you want your 
students to achieve? This will help you decide which App you 
need. Students should also have clear goals (ILOs) while 
working with Apps, just like any other lesson plan.	


•  Match your teaching philosophy and methodology to the 
chosen App: for example, content based, teaching in context, 
post/communicative approach.	


•  Consider your students (level, skills, needs, learning styles...).  
What works for one class may not work for a different class.	




WHAT YOU NEED TO 
CONSIDER?	


•  Apps are not simply games to engage students in a fun way. 	


•  Apps do not need to be in Spanish or for learning Spanish in order to work for you.  Actually, 
the more flexible these are, the more creative you can get. Consider “customizing” your App 
to fit your objectives, content and methodology.	


•  ★"Apps in the classroom: using IOS Apps for Teaching and Learning" : ★ 

https://www.apple.com/education/docs/L523172A_EDU_App_Guide_062013.pdf This is a 
really important and complete document that all teachers should read and consider before 
using Apps in the classroom.	


•  Emphasize, highlight, complement, review: grammar, pronunciation, vocabulary. What do you 
want from it? 	




DETERMINE WHO USES IT 
AND WHEN?	


•  In class?	


•  Outside of class?	


•  In groups?	


•  Individually?	


•  The entire class?	




10 TOP APPS	


•  Again, no need for these to be for Spanish 

classrooms only.	


•  I have categorized Apps into 3 groups:	




GROUP 1/ CLASS MANAGEMENT: GRADES, RECORDS, 
ATTENDANCE, COMMUNICATION WITH STUDENTS 

AND PARENTS, AND BETWEEN STUDENTS	


Apps and tutorial videos	


•  Teach aide :https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BQDyIoiOeOQ	


•  Moxtra: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUz1lEZo-Rg	


•  Class dojo*: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f23bnZaWHNE	


•  Teacher assistant*:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BQDyIoiOeOQ	


•  Edmodo*:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DZHB6FfRjnQ	




GROUP 2/ PRESENT: SAVE, 
TURN-IN, SHARE, CREATE	


Apps and tutorial videos	


•  Keynote*: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6yp2dL7Mx5o	


•  Prezi: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5xq9m-2PhVI	


•  Educreations*: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DqrO4mKEzdA	


•  Screenchomp*: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5__7UMtHyS8	


•  Google docs/ google drive:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NLYbzXVJaY	


•  Drop box: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=29qfd5zDU8A	




GROUP 3/ CONTENT AND 
HANDS-ON ACTIVITIES	


Apps and tutorial videos	


•  Fotobabble: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYxalI2ql1U	


•  Shadow puppet*: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVSap1uoXt8	


•  Imovie: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ExsUBTwMkwU	


•  Wavepad: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9y92RrWJvv4 (great for students that need help with speech, oral 
communication and/or pronunctiation)	


•  Duolingo*: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ik3tJzgBMZg	


•  Google earth*: http://ipads.nths.net/blog/google-earth-in-spanish-class/	


http://ipads.nths.net/blog/google-earth-in-spanish-class/Book creator*	


•  SL Comix* : only available on IPADS	




NOW, LET'S TRY IT!	

•  Create an activity in pairs.	


•  Set objectives, goals, consider previously mentioned criteria 
(benchmarks?).	


•  Select an App.	


•  Determine in-class dynamic for the type of activity that you 
have created: pairs, in class, assigned, individual? 	


•  If time allows, share it!	




TUTORIALS ON HOW TO USE 
APPS ���
	
•  Most apps have tutorials online on how to use 

them in the classroom, what the app offers, and 

more… 	


•  Many videos including basic 101 explanations for 

each App are available on Youtube	


	




UPDATES, NEW APPS	


•  St Olaf WLC webpage > resources > Ipads
http://wp.stolaf.edu/wlc/wlc-ipads/	


•  Google “Ios apps for teachers"	


•  Other recommended websites:	


spanishplans.org/2014/04/06/top-15-apps/	


http://Spanishplans.org/ipads-for-spanish/	




THANKS!���
MEDINAVI@STOLAF.EDU	



